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Abstract: In the age of the digital revolution and the widespread usage of social networks, the
modalities of information consumption and production were disrupted by the shift to instantaneous
transmission. Sometimes the scoop and exclusivity are just for a few minutes. Information spreads
like wildfire throughout the world, with little regard for context or critical thought, resulting in
the proliferation of fake news. As a result, it is preferable to have a system that allows consumers
to obtain balanced news information. Some researchers attempted to detect false and authentic
news using tagged data and had some success. Online social groups propagate digital false news
or fake news material in the form of shares, reshares, and repostings. This work aims to detect fake
news forms dispatched on social networks to enhance the quality of trust and transparency in the
social network recommendation system. It provides an overview of traditional techniques used to
detect fake news and modern approaches used for multiclassification using unlabeled data. Many
researchers are focusing on detecting fake news, but fewer works highlight this detection’s role in
improving the quality of trust in social network recommendation systems. In this research paper, we
take an improved approach to assisting users in deciding which information to read by alerting them
about the degree of inaccuracy of the news items they are seeing and recommending the many types
of fake news that the material represents.

Keywords: multiclass classification; unlabeled data; semisupervised learning; self-training; recom-
mendation system; fake news

1. Introduction

The widespread impact of fake news has opened up new academic directions to
conduct challenging studies to counter the problem. Digital misinformation or fake news
content is spread through these social communities in the form of shares, re-share, and re-
post [1]. Sometimes it is obligatory to extract meaningful information [2]. The spread of this
misinformation through social networks has the same evolution as the transmission of infec-
tious diseases [3]. Therefore, insights about fake news spreads could be provided from the
analysis of the dynamics of transmission. For example, the recent pandemic Coronavirus,
causing the illness COVID-19, can evolve and compete in a host population shaped by
social contacts [4], much like rumors and fake news. Propagation of information on social
networks is inundated with fake news, which can be of different forms. Some express hu-
mor, while some are serious and create doubt in public [5,6]. 40% of people living with HIV
trusted sources of information about health and its associations with COVID-19 disruptions.
For example, people believe that eating garlic offers protection against the virus (available
at https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-021-10856-z, ac-
cessed on 28 November 2021). The vast majority of people, approximately 69.5%, moved
to consult mainstream media, they used television networks news outlets such as CNN
(24.0%), Fox News (19.3%), and other local or national stations (35.2%) due to the high fake
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information spread on social networks (available at https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-
perspective/2020/10/trust-covid-info-sources-varies-demographics-beliefs, accessed on
28 November 2021).

Identifying misleading information determines the news truthfulness by examining
news content and related information, such as dissemination patterns [7]. Various perspec-
tives have received much interest in addressing this issue, where fake news identification
based on supervised learning dominates this domain and has succeeded. Several kinds of
research aim at detecting fake news with labeled data. Different researchers have different
studies aiming at different types of fake news to classify them on social networks [8]. Most
studies focus on detecting fake or real news [5]. Other studies focus on a single type of
fake news [9,10]. Some work concentrates upon classifying two or three types of rumors,
for example, early detection of rumors [11], curbing the spread of rumors [12]. In the age of
information overload, recommender systems play an essential role in identifying orders in
the face of a flood of data [13,14]. It is undoubtedly critical to identify and mitigate fake
news [5], representing a challenging, socially relevant problem.

In this work, we attempt to fill several gaps. We present several contributions, includ-
ing the following:

• We provide an overview of traditional techniques used to detect fake news and modern
approaches used for multiclassification using unlabeled data.

• We focus on detecting forms of fake news dispatched on social networks when there
is a lack of labeled data.

• We aim to demonstrate how this detection can help in improving and enhancing the
quality of trust and transparency in the social network recommendation system.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows: Section 2 contains our outline
objectives. We describe the Literature Review about digital environments Psychology and
its impact on information sharing Trust in Section 3. Then, in Section 4, we will elaborate
on the state-of-the-art. In Section 5, we show our proposed methodology. We mention the
results of our work on Section 6. At the end of the work, we discuss and conclude all the
work in Sections 7 and 8 .

2. Outline of Objectives

Our work’s aims are defined as three challenges:

RQ1: How to differentiate between different fake news forms?

We describe how many types or forms exist in fake news, and we describe the dif-
ference between each other. Research on fake news is at an early stage and requires deep
analysis to choose the relevant features precisely. In general, we could categorize fake news
into two levels:

• High level:

– Manufacturing: represents false information published in a newspaper to gain
credibility.

– Manipulation: decontextualization of image or video content to make false news.
– Propaganda: whose aim is to influence public opinion and modify its perception

of events.

• Low level:

– Satire or false satirical information whose primary purpose is to provide humor
to readers.

– Clickbait: the primary goal of content is to bring attention and encourage users to
click on a link to a certain web page.

False information can be categorized based on whether it is intended to do harm or
has an ulterior motive. They are referred to as fake news. Figure 1 shows the main types
of false information from low level to high level. The disinformation category is found at

 https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/10/trust-covid-info-sources-varies- demographics-beliefs
 https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/10/trust-covid-info-sources-varies- demographics-beliefs
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the low level, and it refers to inaccurate information that is released without the purpose
to damage. The high level is represented by the misinformation category. It is a type of
incorrect information that is intended to mislead and hurt the reader.

Figure 1. False information types.

RQ2: How to perform multiclass classification using unlabeled data?

We examine the limits of multiclass classification utilizing unlabeled data to identify
false news and the possibilities of combining self-training algorithms with the majority
voting to enhance multiclass classification performance.

Ref. [15] focuses on semisupervised learning. We present a novel multiclass loss
function and new codewords to tackle the multiclass semisupervised classification issue.
The suggested loss function’s main purpose is to decrease the disagreement between
classifier predictions and pairwise similarity. They develop a multiclass semisupervised
boosting technique called GMSB using a small batch of labeled data and a vast pool of
unlabeled data.

Graphs are widely utilized in numerous fields of computer science because they are
a universal modeling tool that allows for the representation of structured data. The ob-
jects handled and their relationships are specified in a single, human-readable formalism.
Ref. [16] This study proposes an efficient method for solving the graph matching issue
in a classification setting. Ref. [17] present a novel online learning method based on the
prediction margin for the partial feedback situation, inspired by previous work on learning
from complementary labels, where a complementary label identifies a class to which an
instance does not belong. In the context of online classification, our method focuses on the
prediction margin and learning from complimentary labels.

RQ3: Mitigating infodemics, how does fake news on social networks affect user trust
and transparency?

We aim to examine the relationship between exposure to and trust in fake news and
study the trust and transparency in social network recommender systems.

Trust is a multidisciplinary term that was applied in a variety of contexts. Aside from
being interdisciplinary, trust is a complicated term with varied connotations in different
contexts. In recent years, trust and social influence patterns have attracted more attention
in regard to virtual worlds. The importance of trust in social relationships cannot be
overstated. Reputation may be viewed as a collective phenomena and a product of social
processes, which extends well beyond any single individual’s thoughts or experiences.
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We might consider reputation as a natural evolution product that provides human societies
with more collective cognitive potential.

3. Digital Environments Psychology and Its Impact on Information Sharing Trust

Trust is vital in an age where computers influence many of our most important deci-
sions and machines work alongside humans to serve consumers. The epidemic compelled
fast digitization all across the world: schools were modified to enable online learning,
many occupations became completely remote, and automation increased in a wide range
of industries. Trust is a multidisciplinary term that was applied in a variety of contexts.
Aside from being interdisciplinary, trust is a complicated term with varied connotations in
different contexts. Furthermore, several questions should be asked:

1. How can virtual reality influence trust, and thus, impact user decision-making
in advance?

2. How does reputation within a virtual environment affect trust in infor-
mation exchange?

3. Why is there a tendency to trust strangers more than they deserve, and why do
strangers have a good reputation?

The idea of reputation is strongly connected to trust and may be utilized in virtual
environments contexts to gauge members’ confidence in cloud providers. As a result,
reputation is described as a collection of feedback on an item, character, or entity’s traits
(reliability, capability, and usability) Understanding virtual communities can give useful
insights into the digital economy. Virtual communities are sites where people with similar
interests may share information. The community’s knowledge base, as well as the members
themselves, may be immensely helpful to businesses. The knowledge base, which is often
made public through the community’s dialogue, gives insight into the members’ likes,
dislikes, demographics, habits, and issues.

Reputation evolved into a critical metric for determining the reliability of sources.
For example, reputation has an impact on and influences customer decision-making. In-
dividuals who are not directly recognized by reputation also have an impact on their
decision-making. Indeed, in e-markets, similarly trustworthy persons earned varying
trade volumes based on their reputation. Trusting someone demands analyzing them
to determine their trustworthiness. One approach of determining trustworthiness is to
examine a stranger’s intentions. The decision to trust someone might be equated with the
conclusion that the individual is trustworthy. In turn, determining whether or not someone
is trustworthy is dependent in part on determining that person’s intentions based on the
information provided.

4. State of the Art

With the rapid growth of the internet and the information era, which opened up new
areas of freedom due to the capabilities of the new tools it gives, there is a large amount of
misleading content circulating through social networks.

Related work can broadly be divided into the following categories: (Section 4.1)
Exploratory analysis of the characteristics of fake news, (Section 4.2) Traditional machine
learning-based detection, (Section 4.4), (Section 4.3) deep learning-based detection, (Section 4.4)
The effect of digital environments on trustworthiness in information exchange, and (Section 4.5)
Social Network-Based Recommendation.

4.1. Exploratory Analysis of the Characteristics of Fake News

Several studies were conducted throughout the years on the features of false news
and how to recognize it. Ref. [9] focus on a single type of fake news which is a social media
rumor. They describe rumor early detection as identifying a rumor at an early stage before
it spreads on social media, so that relevant measures may be taken earlier. Early detection is
especially critical for a real-time system since the longer a rumor spreads, the more damage
it does and the more likely people are to believe it.
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With the advent of social media, all users now have quick access to information. Ref. [1]
aimed at developing systems to identify rumors originated as a result of the widespread
and quick dissemination of information and the lack of ways to assure the veracity of
such information.

4.2. Traditional Machine Learning Based Detection

The rapid dissemination of disinformation is a developing global problem because it
has the potential to significantly alter individual reputation and social behavior. The impli-
cations of unregulated disinformation dissemination might range from political to financial,
but they can also have a long-term impact on world opinion. Ref. [18] offer a novel tech-
nique of multilevel, multiclass false news detection based on dataset relabeling and iterative
learning, they propose a multilevel supervised learning-based false news detecting tech-
nique. They achieved 66.29% accuracy. The input dataset is made up of multilabels and
speaker profiles (name, designation, party affiliation, credit history, etc.). Machine learning
techniques are used to train multilevel models, which are then evaluated with SVM and
decision tree classifiers. Fake news is misinformation presented as a credible news story
and used to deceive people’s views. Ref. [19] describe a very basic method for encoding
texts and how the existence of words in general influences the categorization of texts as
authentic or fraudulent. They investigate the topic of natural language processing, which
is the wide study of how computers and machines can interpret human-to-human commu-
nication and how machines assess texts based on contextual information. They achieved
94.88% accuracy. One of the primary elements encouraging the change of characteristics in
modern fake news is the rise of communications mediated by social media. Ref. [5] define
the characteristics, and the method of propagating fake news were discussed.They spoke
about the usual techniques of spotting bogus news. According to the literature, Natural
Language Processing (NLP) was used to detect fake news. Users on social media propagate
misinformation quickly and without fact checking. Ref. [20] look at the socially damaging
issue of disinformation transmitted via the eyes of the users. They use a language model
to categorize people as either false news spreaders or true news checkers. They offer a
language model that analyzes user-written social media posts, transforming them into
high-dimensional arrays through a transformer-based encoder and max pooling them to
generate a user-related high level embedding. They achieved 80.42% in the precision metric
and they found that is more suitable than accuracy. The second major contribution of their
study is the development and dissemination of a gold standard for recognizing false news
spreaders in the context of COVID-19 news.

4.3. Deep Learning-Based Detection

Detecting incorrect language is difficult owing to natural language phenomena such
as spelling errors and changes, polysemy, contextual ambiguity, and semantic variants.
In this research, [2] present a unique deep learning-based approach named “Convolutional
Bi-Directional LSTM (C-BiLSTM)” for automatically detecting such unsuitable language.
They particularly interested in resolving this issue in two application scenarios: (a) query
completion recommendations in search engines and (b) user chats in messengers. They
achieved 93.50% in the precision. Ref. [11] propose a hybrid deep model to represent text
semantics of information with context and capture sentiment semantics characteristics for
false information detection in this study. Finally, they apply the model to a benchmark
dataset and a Weibo dataset, demonstrating that the model performs well. They offer a
unique technique for classifying false information for evaluating information trustworthi-
ness on social media. They obtained 43.30% accuracy.

4.4. The Effect of Digital Environments on Trustworthiness in Information Exchange

Reputation has evolved into a critical criterion [21] for determining the reliability of
sources. Ref. [22] examined how reputation within a virtual environment affects fairness
in material allocations and trust in information exchange. These findings suggest that
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reputational effects increase fairness and trust even in a noisy, ambiguous and uncertain en-
vironment, but this effect is modulated by age and gender. Ref. [23] Reputation systems are
widely used in a high number of web-based services to enhance cooperation among users,
as well as to ensure they function well. Table 1 summarizes the reviewed contributions
regarding the reputation in digital environments.

Table 1. Summarization of contributions under the reputation concept.

Contribution Definition of Problem Handled

[23] Good reputation subjects tend to attract other positive. The reputation
inertia effect feedback,regardless of personal/actual experience. Con-
versely, bad reputation similarity subjects are more likely to attract
negative evaluations.

[22] Fairness and trust are two important aspects Reputation Effects on prosocial
behaviors in the virtual environment of social interactions.

[21] There is evidence that on the internet we tend to trust strangers more than
we reasonably should because we implicitly represent/treat them as having
a good reputation

4.5. Social Network-Based Recommendation

When contemplating how to improve recommendation systems, it is critical to keep
social media in mind. Social networks, in particular, are an instantiation of the new
social network-based recommendation techniques, taking into account the vast amount
of information and interactions. The word “SRS” refers to the initial name for customized
recommendation approaches. Ref. [6] propose a model-based approach recommender
system based on ratings, reviews, and social relationships to address the role of social
networks on recommendation and to increase suggestion accuracy. In general, SRS may be
divided into two types: friend- and trust-based recommendation methods as mentioned in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Modern Recommendation Approaches.

4.5.1. Friend-Based Recommendation

The concept of SRS is based on social friendship relationships among network mem-
bers [24], in which the relationship is exchanged among the participants in the social
network. Friendship relationships show how concerned people engage in mutual con-
tact on social networks instead of trusting relationships, which might have a one-sided
trust value. Some academics have used collaborative filtering skills to propose things to
users, and the benefits of social relationships between users should be included in the
recommendation process.
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4.5.2. Trust-Based Recommendation

People prefer to obtain information from trustworthy sources such as parents, friends,
and relatives in real life. The social network is an important aspect of our daily lives, and it
contains a plethora of information that can assist the recommendation system forecast
more accurately. The trust connection is used with a trust-aware recommendation system
to mitigate the collaborative filter approach’s limitations, such as sparsity and cold start.
More specifically, the trust viewpoint in recommendation systems plays a significant role
in overcoming various limits and problems. There are two distinct applications of trust in
the recommendation domain:

• Trust in user relationships
Existing recommender systems still face a significant problem due to a lack of ex-
planation or inaccurate recommendation results. As a result, adopting a reliable
recommender system becomes crucial. Ref. [25] provides a systemic summary of three
categories of trust-aware recommender systems: social-aware recommender systems
that leverage users’ social relationships; robust recommender systems that filter un-
truthful noises (e.g., spammers and fake information) enhance attack resistance; and
explainable recommender systems that provide explanations of recommended items.
They describe how deep learning methods work for the trust-aware recommendation
in representation, predictive, and generative learning. Recommendation systems,
also known as recommender systems, are one of the most popular topics these days
since they are frequently used to anticipate an item for the end-user based on their
preferences. The goal of [26] is to gather proof that using social network information
between users can improve the quality of standard recommendation systems. They
describe the recommendation system approaches and the role of the trust relationship
in a social network to overcome the limitation of the traditional approaches. A trust-
aware recommendation system provides active users with the flavor he/she like based
on his/her direct or indirect trust sources. At the first stage, these words start with the
traditional recommendation system, move to the new modern approaches, and focus
on the trust recommendation system that has more attention in the current stage.
Social media news consumption is growing increasingly common these days. Users
gain from social media because of its inherent characteristics of rapid transmission,
low cost, and ease of access. Because user engagements on social media can aid in the
detection of fake news, Ref. [27] explore the relationship between user profiles and
fake/real news. They create real-world datasets that measure users’ trust in fake news
and choose representative groups of “experienced” users who can spot false news and
“naive” users who are more prone to believe it. They perform a comparative analysis
of explicit and implicit profile features between these user groups, revealing their po-
tential to differentiate fake news. Recommender systems are responsible for providing
the users with a series of personalized suggestions for specific items. Trust is a concept
that recently takes much attention and was considered in online social networks.

• Trust in the systems recommendations
The authors in [28] provide a recommended reliability quality measure, present an RPI
for reliability quality prediction, and an RQR for reliability quality recommendation
(RRI). Both quality metrics are predicated on the idea that the stronger a depend-
ability measure is, the better the accuracy findings will be. Users of the internet can
share experiences and knowledge and connect with other users using social networks.
The activities of these users center on social network services, and they create collabo-
rative content via social networks. Many recent studies on CRMs capable of searching
and recommending accurate and necessary information for users amid the sea of vir-
tually infinite information generated were conducted. However, traditional CRMs fail
to reflect interactions among users. They also are not capable of reflecting the status
or reputation of users in a social network service. Consequently, we proposed a new
CRM that is capable of reflecting the status of the content creators, thus overcoming
problems associated with the traditional recommendation methods.
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4.6. Our Proposed Work

In this research study, we use the third definition of trust in our trust-aware recom-
mender system. We are concentrating on the trust in system recommendations. Many
researchers introduce the trust relationship to enhance the traditional recommendation
system such as, we define trust as indicating the quality of the system’s recommendations.

Table 2 compares our work with the previous benchmark-based studies along three
themes: (1) classic detection, (2) new different detection , and (3) trust in social networks.
The notation X indicates the use of the method, while the other notation demonstrate
the absence of the method in the study. Classic detection theme means the traditional
way used for classification. New different detection theme means the use of a new way
for classification like the use of vectorization used in our proposed approach. Trust in
social network theme means if the fake news detection method used establish the trust and
transparency in social networks.

Table 2. Comparison between our benchmark study and prior benchmark studies.

Contribution Fake News Detection

Classic Detection New Different Detection Trust in Social Networks
[29] X × ×
[30] × X X
[5] × X X
[31] × X X
[11] X × ×
[9] X × X
[2] X × ×
[10] × X X
[27] × X X
[32] X × ×
Our Approach X X X

5. Methodology
5.1. Aim of the Study

It is necessary to specify the meaning and type of information to classify an item as
«fake» but it is better to specify also the form of fake news. As we have already indicated,
the types of fake news vary from low to high level. Any news analysis must be based on a
formal classification of incorrect information (propaganda, satirical information, manip-
ulation, and manufacturing). However, our interest is not to find a general classification
procedure but rather to build an automatic algorithm that will multiclassify any news with
the specific percentage of each form and recommend to users an alerting about truthful
content. There are three keys challenges to achieve the goal of our proposed approach:

1. Difference between fake news forms
2. Multiclass classification using unlabeled data:

• Label estimation based on similarity between unlabeled item and the whole
labeled dataset to enhance and improve the self-training algorithm.

• Comparison between new estimated labels using similarity and new labels
predicted by the voting majority.

3. Social network recommendation system
Nevertheless, there is an important lack of research into reliability and trust in news
dispatched on social networks. Trust in social networks is a crucial part of our daily
lives, and we should concentrate more on the trust in system recommendations.
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5.2. Methodology and Approach

In this section, the architectures of the proposed approach we evaluated are described.
The goal of our experiments is to detect fake news and demonstrate how this detection can
contribute to the improvement of trust and transparency in social network recommendation
systems. Figure 3 demonstrate the workflow of the proposed approach. The model consists
of 6 steps:

1. Step 1: Vectorization
2. Step 2: Trust Network Construction
3. Step 3: Initial Prediction
4. Step 4: Trust Network Reconstruction
5. Step 5: Final Prediction
6. Step 6: Recommendation

Figure 3. Overview of proposed method.

5.2.1. Vectorization

The vectorization step is used for labeled and unlabeled data. Each news text is
vectorized into vectors. We use the modern contextual approach named Bert as embedding
technique because it present several advantages than others. Table 3 show the comparison
between all contextual approaches.
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Table 3. Comparison between contextual approach.

Free Contextual Approach Modern Contextual Approach

Word2Vec ULMFiT BERT

Description Word2Vec, a neural network-
based approach for learning
word embeddings utilized in
different NLP applications.
The basic principle underlying
word2vec is that the vectors
created are learned by compre-
hending the words context.

ULMFiT, which stands for Univer-
sal Language Model Finetuning, is
a transfer learning method that uses
a standard 3-layer LSTM architec-
ture for pretraining and fine-tuning
tasks and Language modeling (LM)
as the source task due to its ability
to capture general language features
and provide a large amount of data
that can be fed to other downstream
NLP tasks.

BERT is another language repre-
sentation learning approach that
encodes context using attention
transformers rather than bidirec-
tional LSTMs.

Why We Use - -
• BERT models generate em-

beddings that are context-
dependent.

• Truly Bidirectional: BERT is
deeply bidirectional due to
its novel masked language
modeling technique.

Why We Not Use Word2Vec models generate
embeddings that are context-
independent

ULMFit uses a concatenation of right-
to-left and left-to-right LSTMs and
ULMFit uses a unidirectional LSTM.

-

5.2.2. Trust Network Construction

Once the vectorization of the labeled and unlabeled data is done successfully, we
proceed to a similarity study between each unlabeled data and the labeled data set. A trust
network can be constructed based on the similarity recommendation. Each unlabeled
text is predicted by calculating the similarity between this text and the whole labeled
data. The max value found represents the similarity percentage which mean the specified
unlabeled item will has the same label as the item who has the max value of similarity.
The predicted label should be the same as the text having the max value of similarity.
After calculating the similarity weights between unlabeled news and all labeled news
data. Finally we will have a set of data that are labeled using similarity processes, i.e., we
construct the initial trust network with those that have a higher similarity score

5.2.3. Initial Prediction

The trust network can predict the initial predictions of the unsimilar news by using
the voting majority recommendation. Firstly, the model is trained with the labeled data
(the result from the trust network construction). We use this model to predict labels of
unlabeled data using voting majority (the most frequent values of all five algorithms used).

5.2.4. Trust Network Reconstruction

In other words, this step attempts to form a new trust network with higher quality
than the initial one. This step is necessary to improve the accuracy of the predictions.
The voting majority (the most frequent values of all five methods utilized) is required to
rejoin the dependable network, which improves the self-training algorithm.

5.2.5. Final Prediction

The recommendation phase consists of two steps, including final prediction and
recommendation. The final prediction represents the predicted classes of the given news
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text. Self-training is an efficient learning method for learning with few labeled data and
many unlabeled data. The weak initial classifier can introduce incorrectly mislabeled data
which is then used to train the final classifier. The result is a drop in the precision of the
semisupervised self-training classifier. We propose a novel approach to ensure the new
labeled data will be used to train the final classifier.

5.2.6. Recommendation

This recommendation step is the last in our proposed approach. In the Final prediction
step, the final label of the unlabeled news is calculated based on the newly constructed
trust network. Furthermore, in the recommendation step, the algorithm predicts the rates
of the unlabeled news and then recommends to the user on the social network a list of
types of news.

6. Experiments and Results
6.1. Data Collection Process

Because the term fake news encompasses a wide range of subcategories, there are few
common benchmark datasets for the field of false news detection. We used two kinds of
fake news identification datasets. The first one contains three types: satire, propaganda
and manufacturing [33]. The second one [34] contains a manipulation or bias form. We
group both data into one in a balanced manner. Each article contains the title text and label.
The corpus has 443 news of each label satire propaganda manufacturing and manipulation.

6.2. Dataset

The absence of manually labeled fake news datasets is a barrier to advance computa-
tionally expensive, text-based models that cover a wide variety of topics. For our purpose,
we need a set of news articles that are directly classified into news types (satire, propaganda,
manufacturing, and manipulation. We researched the available datasets containing these
news categories. We found two datasets, combining them to create full sets with the four
categories for multiclass classification.

6.3. Data Preprocessing

Preprocessing data is a typical first step that precedes training, and evaluating data
using machine learning algorithms can be just as effective as the data you feed. It is crucial
that the data is appropriately formatted and those meaningful elements are integrated to be
reasonably accurate to result in the best possible outcomes. We applied data preprocessing
steps to our existing data to reduce the scale of the real data. News texts posted on social
networks are an unstructured source of data that contains noisy information. The raw
text must be preprocessed before the functionality of the templates is disabled. There are
different ways of converting the text into a modeling-ready form. Next, we omitted the
punctuation. Next, in the lower cases in the text, we translated the capital letter detail.
When used as text classification features, we eliminated the stop words that are meaningless
in a language and produce noise. The next move is to turn the phrases into their original
form. We applied the preprocessing data measures to the news on social networks to
decrease the real data size. Raw news texts are an unstructured source of information and
might contain noisy content. Until removing the functionality for the models, the raw text
has to be preprocessed. There are various means of transforming the text into a shape ready
for modeling. Table 4 depicts the transformation of the raw dataset into a usable format
utilizing the processes previously outlined.

6.4. Methodology

This section discusses the machine learning classifier we used to determine our goals.

Logistic Regression Classifier: the logistic regression approach is the first strategy we
are employing to ensure that this model works properly. Logistic regression in machine
learning states that it can identify a relationship between the highlights (probability) and
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likelihood (outcome) of a certain result. The simplicity of use of logistic regression demon-
strates its selection. It is easy to import it from the sklearn linear model.
Naïve Bayes Classifier: Naive Bayes classifiers are a type of basic machine learning clas-
sifier in machine learning. Using multinomial NB and pipelining ideas, Naive Bayes is a
common technique for determining if news is true or false [35].
Decision Tree Classifier: this classifier is one of the greatest in machine learning. It oper-
ates in a model-like manner. Decision trees produce good outcomes. A decision tree may
also be useful for identifying fake news [36].
Linear SVM: is used interchangeably with a support vector network (SVN). SVMs are
trained using data that were previously divided into two groups.

All these algorithms were designed for binary classification and do not natively sup-
port classification tasks with more than two classes. As long as our study does multiclass
classification, i.e., classification with more than two classes. We adopt the One-vs-Rest strat-
egy which divides a multiclass classification into a binary classification problem per class.
It is a heuristic method to use binary classification algorithms for multiclass classification.
It consists in dividing the multiclass dataset into several binary classification problems.
Given their reliable prediction results on binary classification we based our choice to use
these classifiers.

Table 4. Transition steps in data preprocessing.

Before Preprocessing After Preprocessing

Red State : News Sunday reported this morning
that Anthony Weiner is cooperating with the FBI,
which has re-opened (yes, lefties: “re-opened”)
the investigation into Hillary Clinton’s classified
emails. Watch as Chris Wallace reports the break-
ing news during the panel segment near the end
of the show: the news is breaking while we’re on
the air. Our colleague Bret Baier has just sent us an
e-mail saying he has two sources who say that An-
thony Weiner, who also had co-ownership of that
laptop with his estranged wife Huma Abedin, is
cooperating with the FBI investigation, had given
them the laptop, so therefore they didn’t need a
warrant to get in to see the contents of said laptop.
Pretty interesting development of federal inves-
tigations will often cooperate, hoping that they
will get consideration from a judge at sentencing.
Given Weiner’s well-known penchant for lying,
it’s hard to believe that a prosecutor would give
Weiner a deal based on an agreement to testify, un-
less his testimony were very strongly corroborated
by hard evidence. But cooperation can take many
forms—and, as Wallace indicated on this morn-
ing’s show, one of those forms could be signing
a consent form to allow the contents of devices
that they could probably get a warrant for anyway.
We’ll see if Weiner’s cooperation extends beyond
that. More Related.

state news Sunday reported this morn-
ing that Anthony Weiner is cooperating
with which lefties opened investigation into
Hillary Clinton classified emails. Watch
Chris Wallace reports breaking news dur-
ing panel segment near show news break-
ing while colleague Bret Baier just sent mail
saying sources that Anthony Weiner also
ownership that laptop with estranged wife
Huma Abedin cooperating with investiga-
tion given them laptop therefore they didn’t
need warrant contents said laptop pretty in-
teresting development targets federal inves-
tigations will often cooperate hoping that
they will consideration from judge sentenc-
ing given Weiner well known penchant ly-
ing hard believe that prosecutor would give
Weiner deal based agreement testify unless
testimony were very strongly corroborated
hard evidence cooperation take many forms
Wallace indicated this morning show those
forms could signing consent form allow con-
tents devices that they could probably war-
rant anyway Weiner cooperation extends be-
yond that more related

6.5. Experiment Results
6.5.1. Compared Fake News Detection Results

Table 5 compares the results of our suggested technique, with those of other approaches.
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Table 5. Performance comparison for fake news detection.

Metric [29] [20] [11] Our Approach

Accuracy 0.96 - 0.33 0.96
Precision 0.98 0.80 - 0.96
Recall 0.98 0.81 0.59 0.96
F1 0.98 0.80 0.43 0.96

6.5.2. Experimental Results

Table 6 shows the results for Trust Network Construction. The reader can observe
that the first step has remarkable results as the beginning. Table 7 describes the results for
Trust Network Reconstruction. The reader can observe that the second step has remarkable
improvements when compared with the precedent step. Table 8 mentions the results
of the recommendation phase. The authors can conclude that the performance of all
recommendations is improved from the initial to the last given results.

Table 6. Experimental results for “Trust Network Construction”.

Different Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Logistic Regression 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
Naïve Bayes 0.44 0.69 0.44 0.39
Decision Tree 0.41 0.35 0.41 0.35
Linear SVM 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.73

Table 7. Experimental results for “Trust Network Reconstruction”.

Different Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Logistic Regression 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.91
Naïve Bayes 0.71 0.73 0.71 0.66
Decision Tree 0.74 0.62 0.74 0.67
Linear SVM 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.91

Table 8. Experimental results for recommendation phase.

Different Models Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score

Logistic Regression 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
Naïve Bayes 0.64 0.67 0.67 0.55
Decision Tree 0.64 0.60 0.64 0.60
Linear SVM 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94

7. Discussion and Limitations

The fundamental idea behind this study is to analyze potential fake news published
in social networks rather than detecting them and classifying each one. As a result, our
proposed approach looks for a suggestion model that fits three key features:

• Difference between fake news forms posted on social networks.
• Multiclass classification using unlabeled data.
• Improving the trust and transparency in the social network recommendation system.

The key obstacle in social networks is the growth spread of misinformation, and users
need assistance to make decisions on which information to read. In other words, they
need truthful content. As a result, our approach intends to gather between detecting fake
news forms and trust in the social network recommendation system to increase suggestion
quality and RS accuracy. Our methodology is tested on both datasets [33,34].
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The proposed technique has some limitations that can be addressed in the future
work. The suggested method does not take into account the relationship between users in
social networks. The correlation between users and their shared news stories as feature
engineering can help determine who can share fake news and then deduce the credible
user who share the real information which will improve trusting in friendship inside social
networks. The suggested method may also be modified to incorporate sophisticated deep
learning techniques such as convolutional neural networks, LSTM. The suggested system
is currently a sequential pipeline, with news passing through each stage one by one.

8. Conclusions

In our everyday lives, social networks are one of the most significant sources of in-
formation. It is a network of nodes that are linked together to communicate information.
In reality, most individuals prefer to obtain information from reliable sources. Trust is a
notion that has lately received much attention and was taken into account in online social
networks. In this research work, we provide an overview of approaches used to detect
fake news inside social networks, for that we present a multiclass, semisupervised strategy
for self-training based on a small set of classified data and a large amount of unlabeled
data for improving the accuracy of trust-aware recommender systems, and we demon-
strate how this detection can help in improving and enhancing the quality of trust and
transparency in the social network recommendation system. The proposed semisupervised
method efficiency was tested on two benchmark datasets regarding the precision of classi-
fication using the most commonly available simple learners logistic regression, decision
tree, naive Bayes, and linear SVM. Furthermore, the research studied and compared the
four approaches accuracies. Logistic regression is the model that achieves the best accuracy,
with a score of 96%. In our model, Bert is used to transform review texts into vectors,
and the Logistic Regression model is the suitable one to predict ratings among others. Our
numerical findings confirm the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach.
Therefore, the approach contributes to more effective, reliable, and robust predictive models
of multiclass fake news classification.
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